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ABSTRACT

As mobile devices continuously generate streams of images and
videos, a new class of mobile deep vision applications are rapidly
emerging, which usually involve running deep neural networks on
these multimedia data in real-time. To support such applications,
having mobile devices offload the computation, especially the neu-
ral network inference, to edge clouds has proved effective. Existing
solutions often assume there exists a dedicated and powerful server,
to which the entire inference can be offloaded. In reality, however,
we may not be able to find such a server but need to make do with
less powerful ones. To address these more practical situations, we
propose to partition the video frame and offload the partial infer-
ence tasks to multiple servers for parallel processing. This paper
presents the design of Elf, a framework to accelerate the mobile
deep vision applications with any server provisioning through the
parallel offloading. Elf employs a recurrent region proposal predic-
tion algorithm, a region proposal centric frame partitioning, and a
resource-aware multi-offloading scheme. We implement and evalu-
ate Elf upon Linux and Android platforms using four commercial
mobile devices and three deep vision applications with ten state-of-
the-art models. The comprehensive experiments show that Elf can
speed up the applications by 4.85× with saving bandwidth usage
by 52.6%, while with <1% application accuracy sacrifice.
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1 INTRODUCTION

In the past few years, we have witnessed the rapid development of
Deep Neural Networks (DNNs), due to the fast-growing computa-
tion power and data availability [1]. Thanks to these advancements,
mobile applications, particularly mobile vision applications, enjoy
a performance boost in various vision-related tasks such as photo
beautification, object detection and recognition, and reality aug-
mentation [2]. However, to achieve state-of-the-art performance,
DNN models (e.g., [3, 4]) usually have complicated structures with
numerous parameters, hence a high demand in computation and
storage. As a result, it is challenging to run full-size DNN mod-
els on mobile devices, even running into heat dissipation issues.
Meanwhile, mobile deep vision applications are often interactive
and require fast or even real-time 1 responses. Examples include
adversarial point cloud generation [5] that reconstructs 3D scenes
for intuitive surrounding interpretation and video object semantic
segmentation [6] that facilitates personal activity recognition. In
these cases, it is hard, if not impossible, to satisfy the applications’
latency requirements due to the limited processing capacity on
mobile devices.

To this end, researchers have spent a great deal of effort to
improve the performance of mobile deep vision applications. On

1Frame rate required for real-time processing is application dependent.
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the one hand, various techniques have been developed to make
DNN models smaller to reduce the computation load, e.g., weight
and branch pruning and sharing [7, 8], tensor quantization [9, 10],
knowledge distillation [11], and network architecture search [12].
However, these techniques often lead to compromised model ac-
curacy due to the fundamental trade-off between model size and
model accuracy [13]. On the other hand, people have proposed to
increase the computing resources by using massive accelerators,
such as GPU, FPGA [14] and ASIC [15]. Nevertheless, due to the
fundamental limits of size and power, mobile devices still fall short
to meet the requirements of target applications.

To solve these challenges, several offloading approaches have
been proposed [16–22]. By offloading the intensive model inference
to a powerful edge server, for example, AWS Wavelength [23], the
inference latency can be significantly reduced. With the high band-
width and low latency provided by the emerging 5G networks [24],
offloading is promising to provide a good user experience for mo-
bile deep vision applications. However, existing offloading methods
are insufficient in two aspects. Firstly, most existing solutions use
low-resolution images through the entire pipeline, which makes
the inference task lightweight, but lose the opportunity to leverage
the rich content of high resolution (e.g., 2K or 4K) images/frames.
Taking advantage of such rich information is important for applica-
tions such as video surveillance for crowded scenes [25], real-time
Autopilot system [26], and online high-resolution image segmenta-
tion [27]. Secondly, most existing methods only consider offloading
tasks between a single pair of server and client, assuming that
no competing clients or extra edge resources available. In prac-
tice, a single edge server is equipped with costly hardware, for
example, Intel Xeon Scalable Processors with Intel Deep Learning
Boost [28] or NVIDIA EGX A100 [29], which are typically shared
by multiple clients (i.e., multi-tenant environment). Moreover, the
heterogeneous resource demands of applications running on edge
servers [30] and highly dynamic workloads by mobile users [31]
lead to resource fragmentation. If the fragmentation cannot be effi-
ciently utilized, it may produce significant resource waste across
edge servers.

To this point, in order to meet the latency requirements of deep
mobile vision applications with heterogeneous edge computing
resources, it is advantageous to offload smaller inference tasks in
parallel to multiple edge servers. This mechanism can benefit many
real-world deep vision tasks, including multi-people keypoint detec-
tion for AR applications and multi-object tracking for autonomous
driving tasks [32], where objects can be distributed to different
servers for parallel task processing. Meanwhile, offloading to mul-
tiple servers imposes several challenges. Firstly, it requires the
client to effectively partition the inference job into multiple pieces
while maintaining the inference accuracy. In the case of keypoint
detection or instance segmentation, simply partitioning a frame
into several slices may split a single instance into multiple slices,
therefore, dramatically decreasing the model accuracy. Secondly,
the system needs to be aware of available computation resources
on each server and dynamically develops the frame partitioning
solution, so that it can ensure no server in the parallel offloading
procedure to become the bottleneck. Finally, such a system should
have a general framework design that is independent of its host
deep vision applications.

To address the aforementioned challenges, we propose and de-
sign Elf

2, a framework to accelerate high-resolution mobile deep
vision offloading in heterogeneous client and edge server environ-
ment, by distributing the computation to available edge servers
adaptively. Elf adopts three novel techniques to enable both low
latency and high quality of service. To eliminate the accuracy degra-
dation caused by the frame partitioning, we first propose a content-
aware frame partitioning method. It is promoted by a fast recurrent
region proposal prediction algorithmwith an attention-based LSTM
network that predicts the content distribution of a video frame. Ad-
ditionally, we design a region proposal indexing algorithm to keep
track of the motion across frames and a low resolution compensa-
tion solution to handle new objects when first appear. Both work
jointly to help understand frame contents more accurately. Finally,
Elf adopts lightweight approaches to estimate the resource capac-
ity of each server and dynamically creates frame partitions based
on the resource demands to achieve load balance. Overall, Elf is
designed as a plug-and-play extension to the existing deep vision
networks and requires minimal modifications at the application
level.We have implemented Elf on commercial off-the-shelf servers
and four mobile platforms in Linux and Android OS, supporting
Python, C++, and Java deep vision applications. We make our code
open source and available in https://github.com/wuyangzhang/elf .

The main contributions of this paper are as follows.
• To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to propose a
high-resolution mobile deep vision task acceleration system
that offloads the computation to multiple servers to minimize
the end-to-end latency.
• To perform the computation offloading frommobile to server
while simultaneously considering image content, computa-
tion cost, and server resource availability, we propose a set
of techniques including recurrent region proposal prediction,
and region proposal centric video frame partitioning and
offloading, and region proposal computation cost estimation.
• We have built a prototype system with comprehensive exper-
iments to demonstrate that our Elf system can be integrated
with 10 state-of-the-art deep vision models and speeds up
the applications by parallel offloading, up to 4.85×, with us-
ing 52.6% less bandwidth on 4 edge servers while keeping
the accuracy sacrifice within 1%.
• We have learned valuable lessons of the relations between
inference latency and the model design. Such lessons will
help the vision community to better design models to benefit
more from parallel offloading.

2 MOTIVATION AND CHALLENGES

Target Applications. In this paper, we target those applications
that employ state-of-the-art convolutional neural network (CNN)
models to conduct a variety of challenging computer-vision tasks
from images or videos. Examples include image segmentation,
multi-object classification, multi-person pose estimation, and many
others. In general, those applications take an input image or video
frame which is often of high resolution, e.g., 1920×1080, containing
multiple objects, and perform a two-step processing task. First, they

2Elf is a small creature in stories usually described as smart, agile, and has magic power

https://github.com/wuyangzhang/elf
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use CNN networks to extract feature maps from the input and gen-
erate region proposals (RPs) for every object. Each RP is a candidate
region where an object of interest – for example, a cat or child –
may appear. Second, they use a CNN network to evaluate each RP
and output the fine-grained result such as the classified object type
or the key body points of a person. These state-of-the-art CNN
models are usually highly computation intensive and run at a low
frame rate, e.g., from 0.5 to 10 frames per second (fps) even on a
high-end GPU (e.g. NVIDIA TITIAN 1080Ti) [3, 33, 34].

Limitations of ExistingTask-OffloadingApproaches.Offload-
ing the inference tasks of CNNs onto an edge server is a promis-
ing approach to realizing the target applications on mobile de-
vices [16, 35]. However, these existing task-offloading approaches
are limited in two critical aspects. First, they only support task
offloading to just one server, assuming that the server has sufficient
resources to finish the offloaded task in time. However, a costly
offloading server, for example, Intel Xeon Scalable Processors with
Intel Deep Learning Boost [28] or NVIDIA EGX A100 [29], is usu-
ally shared by multiple clients and thus may not have sufficient
resources to run a task. To demonstrate it, we profiled the comput-
ing latency of ResNet50 [36]. Each client runs on NVIDIA Jetson
Nano [37] with 802.11.ax and the server runs the model inference
on an NVIDIA TITIAN V GPU. The computing latency goes up in a
linear pattern from 25.9 ms to 162.2 ms when changing the number
of concurrent clients from 1 to 4. To handle the latency burst, Ama-
zon SageMaker [38] adopts Kubeflow Pipelines to orchestrate and
dynamically configure the traffic running on each server. However,
this solution cannot handle resource fragmentation and may waste
the computing cycles.

Another limitation of existing solutions is that they often use
low-resolution (e.g., 384 × 288 [39]) images or videos to make the
inference task lightweight. However, cameras on today’s mobile
devices typically capture with a much higher resolution such as
2K and 4K. Such a big gap causes two problems. On one hand,
those existing low-resolution solutions fail to leverage the rich
information of high-resolution images and videos to enable ad-
vanced applications such as various video analytics, for example,
smart intersection [40]. Existing studies have already shown run-
ning object recognition related tasks on high-resolution images
can largely increase the detection accuracy [41] . On the other
hand, supporting high resolutions requires more computations and
further undermines the assumption that one server can provide
sufficient resources for the entire application. Our measurement
results show that the inference latency of MaskRCNN [33] running
on Jetson TX2 [42] boosts by 25%, 50% and 300% with increasing
the image resolution from 224×224 to 1K, 2K and 4K, respectively,
making the offloading harder.

To address the limitations of the existing work and the high
resource demands of the target applications, in this paper, we design
Elf, a lightweight system to accelerate high-resolution mobile deep
vision applications through parallel task offloading to multiple
servers.

Design Challenges. There are several key challenges in design-
ing the Elf system. The first challenge lies in how to partition the
computation. Broadly speaking, there are two approaches, model-
parallel and data-parallel. Model parallelism, i.e., splitting a large

(a) Equal partitioning (b) Ideal partitioning

Figure 1: Examples of video frame partitioning. The sim-

ple partitioning method in (a) split pixels of the same ob-

ject into multiple parts and yield poor inference results. We

can achieve much better partitioning using Elf, close to the

ideal partitioning shown in (b)

model into multiple subsets of layers and running them on multiple
servers, generates the large intermediate outputs from convolution
layers which would lead to high communication overhead among
servers [43]. For example, cracking open the DNN black-box [18]
demonstrates that ResNet152 [36] produces the outputs with 19-
4500× larger than the compressed input video. In this work, we
explore data-parallelism by partitioning an input frame and offload-
ing each frame partition to a different server. However, as shown
in Figure 1(a), the simple equal partitioning may not work because
1) offloading a partition containing parts of an object may signif-
icantly reduce the model accuracy and 2) offloading a partition
containing no objects may lead to excessive waste. Instead, we need
to develop a smart video frame partitioning scheme to generate the
ideal image partitioning shown in Figure 1(b).

The second challenge is how to distribute the tasks to multiple
servers to minimize the total model inference latency. Ideally, all
the servers should finish their tasks at the same time. However,
that is hard to achieve because multiple dynamic factors must be
considered together: the number of objects in the input images, the
resource demand of processing each object, the number of servers
and their available resources. Furthermore, another challenge in
Elf is to minimize the workload of the resource-limited mobile
device. In particular, the video frame partitioning is the step before
offloading, running on the mobile device, and thus must be efficient
and lightweight.

3 OVERVIEW AND DESIGN GUIDELINES

Elf intends to address the challenges with the steps below:
(1) Recurrent region proposal prediction. On the mobile end,

whenever a new video frame arrives, Elf predicts its region
proposals based on the ones detected in historical frames.
The prediction reports each region proposal’s coordinates.
Here, a region proposal (RP) refers to a group of pixels con-
taining at least one object of interest, e.g., a vehicle.

(2) Frame partitioning and offloading. Given the list of predicted
RPs, Elf partitions the frame into “RP boxes”. All the RP
boxes collectively cover all the RP pixels while discarding
background pixels that are unlikely to contain RPs. Elf then
offloads these partitions to proper edge servers for process-
ing. Both partitioning and offloading consult the partition’s
resource demands and server resource availability.
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Figure 2: Elf system architecture. We explain the architec-

ture using a multi-person pose estimation example with

three edge servers

(3) Partial inference and result integration. Taking the offloaded
partitions as input, the edge servers run the application-
specific CNN models to yield partial inference results. These
partial results are finally integrated at the mobile side to
render the final result.

The aboveworkflow is illustrated in Figure 2.While the third step
is natural and easy to do, the first two steps call for careful designs
to achieve the goals of Elf. In the rest of this section, we discuss
the design guidelines of these two key components of Elf, focusing
on how they are designed to address the challenge described in
Section 2.

3.1 Recurrent Region Proposal Prediction

We adopt the following guidelines to devise the recurrent RP pre-
diction algorithm: 1) the algorithm is lightweight; 2) the algorithm
can effectively learn the motion model of the objects/RPs from
history frames; and 3) the algorithm pays more attention to more
recent frames. Here, a well-designed algorithm can accurately pre-
dict the RP distribution and help minimize the impact of the frame
partitioning upon the deep vision applications’ model accuracy.
Following the guidelines above, we devise an attention-based Long
Short-Term Memory (LSTM) network for recurrent RP prediction.

Note that the main-stream RP prediction/tracking algorithms
require CNNmodels [44] that adds tens of millisecond to the system.
Instead, our approach efficiently utilizes the historical RP inference
results and converts the computing-intensive image regression
problem to a light-weight time series prediction problem.

As part of the prediction algorithm, we also develop an RP index-
ing algorithm that keeps track of the motion across frames. Finally,
we also propose a Low Resolution Compensation scheme to handle
new objects when they first appear.

3.2 RP-Centric Video Frame Partitioning and

Offloading

Partitioning a video frame allows Elf to offload each partition to a
different edge server for parallel processing. Ideally, a well-designed
frame partitioning scheme should show a negligible overhead and
have heterogeneous edge servers to finish parallel inference tasks at

the same time. Keeping these goals in mind, we design an RP-centric
approach with the following guidelines.

Content awareness. The partitioning algorithm should be aware
of the number of and locations of RPs in a frame and be inclusive.
Also, Elf discards background pixels that are unlikely contain any
RPs. Based on the study in AutoFocus [45], the area percentage
of background in the COCO validation set takes up to 57%. Re-
moving them can significantly reduce the computing and network
transmission costs.

Computation cost awareness. Depending upon the objects con-
tained in each partition, partitions have different computation costs.
For example, it usually involves different numbers of pixels and
becomes more challenging to identify multiple overlapping vehicles
with similar colors than identifying a single vehicle with early-exit
CNN models [46]. The algorithm should thus take into considera-
tion this cost heterogeneity to achieve load balancing among the
servers.

Resource awareness. After partitioning, the algorithmnextmatches
these partitions to a set of edge servers. Unlike central clouds, edge
cloud servers exhibit heterogeneous computing/storage/networking
resources due to the distributed nature and high user mobility [17].
This makes the matching problem even more challenging. A poor
match may result in job stragglers that complete much slower than
their peers and thus significantly increases the overall latency.

4 FAST RECURRENT RP PREDICTION

When a new frame arrives, Elf predicts the coordinates of all the
RPs in the frame, based on the RPs in the previous frames. In this
section, we present three components that are key to achieve fast
and effective RP prediction: an attention-based Long Short-Term
Memory (LSTM) prediction network, a region proposal indexing
algorithm, and a low-resolution frame compensation scheme. We
choose to use attention-based LSTM for its powerful capabilities of
learning rich spatial and temporal features from a series of frames.
Also, it incurs a low system overhead of 3-5 ms running on mobile
devices as illustrated in Section 7.5.

4.1 Problem Definition and Objective

As the objective is to train the attention-based LSTM network for
acquiring the RP predictions accurately, the optimization process
could be mathematically expressed as:

min
θ
L(R̂ti ,R

t
i )=min

∑
i
[
(x̂ti, tl − x

t
i, tl)

2 + (ŷti, tl − y
t
i, tl)

2

(x̂ti,br − x
t
i,br)

2 + (ŷti,br − y
t
i,br)

2 + (âti − a
t
i )
2]

s.t. R̂ti =f ({R
t−N
i ,Rt−N+1i , ...,Rt−1i },θ )

(1)

where the vector Rti denotes the i-th ground-truth RP at frame t ,
and R̂ti is the predictive RP counterpart. Both Rti and R̂ti consist
of [xtl,ytl,xbr,ybr,ai ] as the x , y coordinates of RP’s top-left and
bottom-right corners, and the area, respectively. θ is the model
parameters of LSTM. Also, ati is the RP’s area calculated based on xtl,
ytl, xbr, and ybr,. Further, N is the number of previous frames used
in the prediction network f (·). Next, we explain our algorithmic
effort in minimizing the prediction error as calculated in Eq. (1).
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Figure 3: Our attention-based LSTM network

4.2 Attention-Based LSTM Network

Below we present the details of our attention-based LSTM RP pre-
diction network.

4.2.1 Network structure. Recently, attention-based RNN mod-
els [47, 48] have shown their effectiveness in predicting time series
data. In this work, we adapt a dual-stage attention-based RNN
model [49], and develop a compact attention-based LSTM network
for RP predictions. Note that adopting an LSTM based model rather
than RNN can help detect periodically repeated patterns appeared
in historical frames. Our model consists of three modules – an
encoder, an attention module, and a decoder, as shown in Figure 3.
Encoder: To predict the i-th RP in the current frame, the encoder
takes the spatial and temporal information (i.e., the RP’s locations
in history frames) of the i-th RP from N past frames Rti ∈R

5×1 as
input, and encodes them into the feature map {Y t

en}, t∈{0, ...,N −1}.
This encoding is conducted by a two-layer LSTM [50], which can
be modeled as:

Y t
en=fen(Y

t−1
en ,R

t ), (2)
where fen(·, ·) denotes the LSTM computation.
Attention: Subsequently, we adopt an attention module which is
a fully-connected layer to select the most relevant encoded feature.
The first step is to generate the attention weight β :

lt=W2tanh(W1[Yen; cN−1de ;hN−1de ]) (3)

βt=
exp(lti )∑T

j=T−N−1 exp(l
t
j )

(4)

where [Yen; cN−1de ;hN−1de ] is a concatenation of the encoder output
Yen, decoder cell state vector cN−1de and decoder hidden state vector
hN−1de .W1 andW2 are the weights to be optimized. The intermediate
attention weight lt is applied with softmax function to obtain the
normalized attention weight β . Thereafter, the context vector can
be computed as:

ct=
N−1∑
j=0

βtjYen (5)

which captures the contributions of encoder outputs.
Decoder:The decodermodule processes the context vector through
a fully connected layer, an LSTM model, and a fully-connected re-
gressor.

Algorithm 1 Region Proposal Indexing

Require: RP Rt−1i =[x
t−1
tl,i ,y

t−1
tl,i ,x

t−1
br,i ,y

t−1
br,i ] for object i in frame

t − 1, where i∈[0, 1, ...,mt−1] andmt−1 is number of objects in
frame t − 1. Label set is L.

Ensure: For frame at t , assign an index to each region proposal
Rt .
{Step-1. Initialization:}

1: if t<N then ▷ label with a consistent index
2: Rti [5]←lti , l

t
i ∈L; ∀i∈[0, 1, ...,mt−1]

3: end if

{Step-2. Measure distance and area:}
4: for i := 1 tomt−1

do

5: for k := 1 tomt
do

6: Dx
i,k←|(x

t−1
tl,i + x

t−1
br,i ) − (x

t
tl,k + x

t
br,k )|/2 ▷ x-axis.

7: D
y
i,k←|(y

t−1
tl,i + y

t−1
br,i ) − (y

t
tl,k + y

t
br,k )|/2 ▷ y-axis.

8: Ai,k←|1 −
(xt−1br,i − x

t−1
tl,i )(y

t−1
br,i − y

t−1
tl,i )

(xtbr,k − x
t
tl,k )(y

t
br,k − y

t
tl,k )
| ▷ Area

9: end for

10: end for

{Step-3. Match and label:}
11: for k := 1 tomt

do

12: î←argmini {Ai,k }m
t−1

i=0 ; s.t.Dx
i,k<0.02,D

y
i,k<0.02,Ai,k<

0.2
13: if î is not None then
14: Rtk [5]=R

t−1
î
[5] ▷ label with matched RP

15: else

16: Rtk [5]=l
t
k , l

t
k∈L ▷ new label for unmatched

17: end if

18: end for

4.3 Region Proposal Indexing

To precisely predict a region proposal, we need to collect histor-
ical data, which provides necessary information such as motion
models and trajectories. However, many vision applications, such
as those discussed in Section 2, commonly output object labels in
random order. Thus, it is hard to match and track region proposals
across frames. For example, let us look at the example illustrated in
Figure 4, where the same RPs in consecutive frames have different
labels.

To address this issue, we devise a light consistent RP indexing
algorithm. Vision-based matching algorithms are not considered
because they introduce significant overheads in hundreds of mil-
liseconds [51]. From the very first video frame, Elf assigns a unique
index to each region proposal. In each upcoming frame, Elfmatches
each RP with the corresponding index assigned earlier. If an RP
includes a new object that was not seen before, a new index will be
automatically assigned.

Here, we match the RPs across frames with a combination of
RP position shift and RP area shift. The RP position shift measures
the change of the center point along the x-/y-axis between the
current frame and the previous frame, as specified by Lines 6 and 7
in Algorithm 1. A larger value indicates a bigger spatial shift and
thus a lower matching probability. The RP area shift measures the
amount of area change between the RPs in two adjacent frames, as
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Figure 4: An example result for RP indexing

specified by Line 8 in Algorithm 1. A lower value indicates a higher
matching probability. In our work, when the x and y RP position
shift are both under 0.02 and the area shift ratio is under 0.2, we
declare a match. The thresholds have been selected because they
generate the lowest prediction loss in the evaluation. The sum of
the RP position shift and RP area shift will be taken as an additional
metric when there exist multiple RPs simultaneously satisfying the
above threshold requirement.
RP Expansion. Another challenge in RP prediction lies in the
possibility that the predicted RP bounding box may not cover all
the pixels of an object due to motion. For example, as shown in
Figure 5, the predicted bounding box excludes the person’s hands,
which will affect the object detection performed on the edge server.
To address this challenge, we carefully expand the bounding box by
p%. The downside of this scheme is the increased data transmission
and computation. We conduct a trade-off study in Section 7.6. Here,
Elf adopts different strategies to dynamically configure the value
of p for different RPs. In particular, it consults the corresponding RP
position shift and the prediction confidence level as the indicators
to assign different weights on p.

4.4 Handling Objects When First Appear

The above attention LSTM-based prediction can deal with only the
objects that already occurred in the previous frame, but not new
ones never seen before. In this subsection, we discuss how to handle
the new objects when they appear for the first time in a frame.
Low Resolution Compensation (LRC). To handle new objects,
we propose a low resolution compensation (LRC) scheme with a
balanced trade-off between computation overhead and new-object
detection accuracy. Importantly, while inference with the down-
sampled frame cannot produce fine-grained outputs that are re-
quired by the applications, such as object masks or key body points,
we find that inference with down-sampled frames can still detect

the presence of objects. Figure 16 and Figure 17 validate this obser-
vation. To reduce the computation overhead, LRC down-samples
a high-resolution video frame by a max-pooling operation. Then
Elf offloads the resized video frame, along with the partitions from
regular sized partitions, to edge servers to run application-specific
models, which usually consist of an object detection component.
Based on the inference results, Elf can roughly locate the new
objects in the frame.

Please note that here we use the same application-specified deep
learning neural networks in the LRC module even though it may
lead to a higher computation overhead than some lightweight net-
works. In this way, we do not compromise the new object detection
accuracy. Meanwhile, Elf runs LRC once per n frames to reduce
such an overhead. n is a hyperparameter, indicating the trade-off
between computation cost and at most n-frame delay to realize new
objects.

5 RP-CENTRIC VIDEO FRAME

PARTITIONING AND OFFLOADING

Based on the RP predictions, Elf partitions a frame into multiple
pieces, focusing on regions of interest while removing unneces-
sary dummy background pixels. Video frame partitioning plays a
dominant role in minimizing the offloading traffic and balancing
workloads across edge servers.

5.1 Problem Statement

Elf takes the following items as input: (i) video frame Ft at time
t , (ii) the list of RP predictions in which Rti denotes the i-th RP in
frame Ft , with i∈[1, ...,M] andM as the total number of RPs, and
(iii) the available resource capacity, with ptj denoting the available
resource capacity of the j-th server (j∈[1, ...,N ]) at time t . Based
on the input, Elf packs the M RP processing tasks and one LRC
task into N ′ offloading tasks (N ′≤N ), and offloads each task onto
an edge server.

The overall objective of the partitioning and the offloading pro-
cess is to minimize the completion time of the offloading tasks that
are distributed across N ′ edge servers. In other words, minimizing
the completion time of the task which has the longest execution
time among all the tasks. We assume that the mobile device only
has access to a limited number of servers and that we try to make
full use of these servers to minimize the application’s completion
time.

Accordingly, the optimization objective can be written as:

min max({T tk }) k∈[1, ...,N ′],

s .t . T tk=T
t
rps,k +T

t
lrc,k · 1(t mod n=0) · 1(argmax{pt }=k ),

T trps,k≈
Ct
rps,k

ptk
, T tlrc,k≈

Ct
lrc,k
ptk

(6)

whereT tk denotes the completion time on the k-th server3 at time-t .
T tk consists of two completion-time terms, T trps,k and T trps,k , for
RPs and LRC respectively. 1condition returns 1 if and only if the
condition meets, otherwise returns 0. Further, Ct

rps,k and Ct
lrc,k are

3We re-index the server with k ∈[1, ..., N ′] instead of j ∈[1, ..., N ], owing to the
aforementioned task packing.
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Figure 5: An example prediction error. Part of the objects are

outside of the predicted RP bounding box

the computing cost of RP box and LRC offloading to server k , which
will be described in Eq. (8).

5.2 Why Not Directly Schedule Each Individual

RP Task?

After predicting the list of RPs, a straightforward scheduling ap-
proach is to cut out all the RPs and individually schedule each RP
processing task onto edge servers based on the resource availability
in a greedy fashion. While this sounds intuitive in many domains,
it may not work the best for deep vision tasks due to the potential
fragmentation problem.

First, the execution time of r (r is a small number such as 2 and
3) small RP (e.g., <5% size of the original image) tasks is not much
less than r times of the execution time of running a single r -fold
RP task. For example, Figure 9 shows that a frame with resizing
into 1%, 4%, 9% takes 35.19ms, 37.9ms, and 44.24ms, respectively, to
run the MaskRCNN inference. This is because in most deep vision
models, except for the part extracting feature maps, the rest of the
network is usually the same regardless of the size of the input.

Second, it is hard to determine a good cropping strategy. On one
hand, the precise cut-out individual RPs will lead to poor detection
inference accuracy due to the lack of necessary background pixels;
on the other hand, if we leave large padding around the RPs, then
the total offloaded data will be too large to be efficient. Third, too
many cropping operations generate high memory copy overheads
which may likely become problematic on mobile devices.

5.3 Partitioning & Offloading of RP-Box

RP Box Initialization. Given the above observations, Elf pro-
poses an RP scheduling method that is more content- and resource-
aware than the above naive counterpart. The key data structure
here is what we call RP boxes. Compared to a single RP, an RP-box
is larger and consists of one or more nearby RPs, as illustrated in
Figure 6 (f) with 4 RPs and 3 RP boxes. The number of offloading
tasks is determined by the number of available edge servers. Each
offloading task consists of either an LRC task, or an RP-box pro-
cessing task, or both. By scheduling an RP box instead of individual
RPs, we can avoid the fragmentation problems mentioned above.

Before partitioning a frame, Elf first crops the area with all the
RPs and horizontally partitions it into N segments (N is #available
servers), where each segment corresponds to an initial RP box. The
size of each RP box is initialized to be proportional to the available
resource of the corresponding server, as depicted in Figure 6 (b),
which is the first effort to achieve load balancing. Here, we explain
how the LRC task scheduling interferes with the RP box scheduling.
Note that, the LRC task is only available everyn frames (1(t mod n=0)
in Eq. (6)). At the LRC round, we partition the cropped image into
(N −1) segments and have (N −1) RP boxes accordingly. We reserve
one server for the LRC task4. Regardless of the number of RP boxes,
the scheduling algorithm works the same – during the LRC round,
we treat the LRC task the same as another RP box processing task.
Below, without the loss of generality, we assume there are N RP
boxes.
RP Association. Thereafter, we associate each RP with an RP box.
For each RP, Elf evaluates its spatial relationship with all the RP
boxes. Given a pair of RP r and box b, their spatial relationship falls
into one of the three cases:
• Inclusion. In this case, r is completely included in b and we
conveniently associate them.
• No-overlap. In this case, r is not associated with b.
• Partial-overlap. In this case, r intersects with b. Meanwhile,
it partially overlaps with at least one other box as well. Here,
we choose to associate with the RP box that has the most
overlap with the RP. If there is a tie, we choose the RP box
with a larger gap between the server resource capacity and
the computation costs of the RPs that are already associated.
This association solution is the second effort to achieve load
balancing.

Elf applies the association steps to all the RPs as shown in Figures 6
(c) and (d).
RP Box Adjustment. After all the RPs have got associated with a
box, Elf resizes each RP box such that it can fully cover all the RPs
that are associated with it. Please see Figures 6 (e) and (f). After this
adjustment, the computation cost of some RP boxes may drastically
increase compared to the initialization stage and thus break the
intended load balancing.

To avoid this, we examine those RP boxes whose cost increase
exceeds a pre-defined threshold (we discuss how to estimate an
RP box’s computation cost in Section 5.4). For these boxes, the
associated RPs are sorted ascendingly w.r.t the computation cost.
We try to re-associate the first RP on the list (the one with the
lowest cost) to the neighboring box who has enough computation
capacity to hold this RP.

After each re-association, the two boxes need to adjust their sizes
accordingly and estimate the new computation cost. We repeat this
re-association process as far as the load distribution is becoming
more even. We stop this process if the re-association results in
an even higher load imbalance. Here, we formally evaluate the
load-balanced situation by:

Θ=Var({T tk }) (7)

4Special care needs to be taken with the configuration of a total of 1 or 2 edge servers,
and we discuss how we handle these two special cases in Section 7.2
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Figure 6: RP-centric frame partitioning pipeline

where Θ denotes the variance of the estimated execution time of
all the tasks. A smaller Θ denotes a more balanced partitioning
and offloading. We can calculate T tk by the following Eq. (6) where
Ct
rps,k and Ct

lrc can be found as:

Ct
rps,k=

∑
v
{Ct

rp,v }, C
t
lrc=α · (

M∑
k=1

Ct
rps,k ) (8)

where α is the LRC down-sample ratio.
Multi-offloading. Finally, Elf simultaneously offloads each RP
box and the LRC task (if available in that round) to the correspond-
ing edge server and executes the application-specific models in a
data-parallelism fashion.

5.4 Estimating Server Capacity and RP

Computation Cost

We now describe how Elf estimates the server resource capacity
including both computational power and dynamic network condi-
tions as well as each RP’s computation cost.

Elf considers twoways of estimating a server’s resource capacity.
The first approach is through passive profiling. It calculates server
m’s average end-to-end latencyTm over the lastn (default value of 7)
offloading requests that are served bym. Then the resource capacity
is defined as 1/Tm . This passive profiling can help evaluate the
trade-off between computing and network resources. The second
approach is through proactive profiling: Elf periodically queries
the server for its GPU utilization.

Elf also considers two ways of estimating an RP’s computation
cost. The first approach is based on the RP’s area, assuming the
cost is linearly proportional to the RP area. The second approach is
through Spatially Adaptive Computation Time (SACT) [46]. Here,
we briefly explain how to borrow its concept to estimate the com-
puting cost of RPs. SACT is an optimization that early stops partial
convolutional operations by evaluating the confidence upon the
outputs of intermediate layers. Overall, SACT indicates how much
computation has been applied with each pixel of a raw frame input.
Elf can accordingly estimate the cost of an RP at the pixel level.
To adopt this approach, we need to slightly modify the backbone
network as instructed in [46].

We adopt the passive resource profiling and RP area-based esti-
mation in the implementation as they are more friendly to Elf’s
users and require less system maintenance efforts. We will deliver
other options in future work.

6 SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION

We implement a prototype of Elf in both C++ and Python for
easy integration with deep learning applications. Also, we wrap
the C++ library with Java Native Interface (JNI) to support An-
droid applications. In total, our implementation consists of 4,710
lines of codes. Our implementation is developed on Ubuntu16.04
and Android10. We integrate ZeroMQ4.3.2 [52], an asynchronous
messaging library that is widely adopted in distributed and concur-
rent systems, for high-performance multi-server offloading. We use
NVIDIA docker [53] to run offloading tasks on edge servers. We
also wrap nvJPEG [54] with Pybind11 for efficient hardware-based
image/video encoding on mobile devices.

Elf is designed and implemented as a general acceleration frame-
work for diverse mobile deep vision applications. We aim to support
existing applications with minimal modifications of applications.
The required modifications only focus on the DNN inference func-
tions. Here, we assume that an application can separate the DNN
inference from the rest of it. Thus, the other parts and the internal
logic of applications remain the same. Specifically, the host deep
learning models need to implement two abstract functions:

1. def cat(inst_list: List[Instance]) -> Instance,
2. def extract(instance : Instance) -> List[RP].

Elf employs the first API to aggregate the partial inference results,
and the second API to extract RPs from the data structure of partial
inference results to be used in the RP prediction. With these two
APIs, Elf can hide its internal details and provides a high-level API
for applications:

3. def run(img: numpy.array) -> Instance,
This API can make the inference function as same as the one run-

ning locally, while Elf can run multi-way offloading and feed the
merged results to applications. By following the above approach, we
successfully integrate Elf with ten state-of-the-art deep learning
models reported in Section 7.2. We believe that Elf requires a rea-
sonably small effort from developers for the benefit of significantly
reduced latency.

Furthermore, we discuss the placement of Elf functions. We
argue that the functions should run on mobile devices but not edge
servers for two reasons: 1) running the functions locally, especially
frame partitioning, enables to offload less than 50% data as redun-
dant background pixels will be cut off; 2) running all the functions
only take 5-7ms on mobile devices", and thus the offloading benefit
will be trivial considering half data to ship.

7 PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

We successfully integrate Elf with ten state-of-the-art deep learn-
ing networks and thoroughly evaluate Elf in the following three
typical applications: instance segmentation, multi-object classifica-
tion and multi-person pose estimation. Our results show that Elf
can accelerate the inference up to 4.85× and 3.80× on average with
using 52.6% less bandwidth on 4 edge servers while keeping the
inference accuracy sacrifice within 1%.
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Figure 7: Our experimental evaluation hardware platform

7.1 Experiment Setup

Mobile Platforms:We use four mobile platforms: Google Pixel4
(Qualcomm Snapdragon 855 chip consisting of eight Kryo 485 cores,
an Adreno 640 GPU and a Hexagon 690 DSP), (2) Nexus 6P (Snap-
dragon 810 chip with four ARM Cortex-A57 cores and four ARM
Cortex-A53 cores, an Adreno 430 GPU), (3) Jetson Nano [37] (Quad-
core ARM Cortex-A57 MPCore CPU, NVIDIA Maxwell GPU with
128 CUDA cores), and (4) Jetson TX2 [42] (Dual-Core NVIDIA Den-
ver 2 64-Bit + Quad-Core ARM Cortex-A57 MPCore CPU, NVIDIA
Pascal GPU with 256 CUDA cores). The evaluation results with
Jetson TX2 have been reported if not explicitly stated otherwise
study the performance difference of mobile devices.
Edge Servers: We use up to 5 edge servers. Each server runs
Ubuntu 16.04 and has one NVIDIA Tesla P100 GPU (3,584 CUDA
Cores), Intel Xeon CPU (E5-2640 v4, 2.40GHz).
Networks:We use WiFi6 (802.11.ax, ASUS-AX3000, 690Mbps) to
connect the mobile platforms and edge servers. Based on the WiFi
network, we also use the Linux traffic shaping to emulate a Ver-
izon LTE (120Mbps) link with using the parameters given by a
recent Verizon network study [55]. Moreover, we randomly set the
available bandwidth of each server in 70% to 100% to introduce
the network heterogeneity. The emulated LTE network has been
used if not explicitly stated otherwise study the network impacts.
Figure 7 shows our experimental platform.
CNN Models and Datasets : We consider ten state-of-the-art
models: CascadeRCNN [56], DynamicRCNN [57], FasterRCNN [3],
FCOS [58], FoveaBox [59], FreeAnchor [60], FSAF [61], MaskR-
CNN [33], NasFPN [62], and RetinaNet [63]. Also, we use MOTS
dataset [64] for instance segmentation, KITTI dataset [65] for multi-
object classification, PoseTrack [66] dataset for pose estimation.
MaskRCNN has been adopted if not explicitly stated otherwise
study the model difference.
Comparison with Existing Offloading Work:We adopt Filter-
Forward (FF) [19], a state-of-the-art offloading solution, as a base-
line to compare with Elf. It introduces a group of "microclassifiers"
that filter incoming video frames whether they contain objects of
interest and only forwards the filtered results for the end-to-end
model inference.
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Figure 8: End-to-end latency vs server numbers

7.2 Evaluation of RP-Centric Partitioning and

Offloading

Next, we evaluate the frame partitioning and offloading module.
We first describe the end-to-end latency when different numbers of
servers are available for Elf with ten state-of-the-art deep learning
networks. Here, we assume each server has only a single GPU
available for the mobile application. A special case to consider, if
there is only a GPU, Elf will adopt a single RP box that covers all
the RPs but removes the surrounding background pixels and stack
with the LRC task. KITTI dataset has been resized to the resolution
2560×1980 to study the high-resolution scenario in the section.

Figure 8 shows the end-to-end latency with the server number
from 1 to 5 as well as the Single server Offloading (SO). With only
one server available, Elf-1 shows the applications speed up by
1.39× on average, up to 1.50× compared to SO as Elf can efficiently
remove the redundant background pixels. When there are two
servers available, Elf offloads the LRC task and one of the RP boxes
to one server and the other RP box to the second server. Compared
to SO, Elf-2 speeds up the applications by 2.80× on average, up to
3.63× . When Elf has three or more servers, it uses one server for
LRC, and one RP box each on the other servers. We measure the
speed up by 2.94× on average, up to 3.71× with Elf-3 , 3.80× on
average, up to 4.85× with Elf-4, and 4.18× on average, up to 5.43×
with Elf-5 respectively.

Moreover, we profile FilterForward that speeds up the applica-
tions by 1.56× on average compared to SO, but its runtime could
hardly be further minimized with more offloading servers. Over-
all, Elf shows the close speedup compared to FilterForward in
the single server scenario, but delivers much more competitive
performance by adding more servers.
Key Observations: We observe that the latency with different
server numbers highly depends on the size of the RP boxes shipped
to each edge server. With the frame partitioning algorithm, the
maximal size of RP box compared to the raw frame as 51.7%, 23.7%,
23.7%, 15.7%, and 11.6%, the computing bottleneck in that offloading
round, with the server number from 1 to 5, respectively. Please note
that Elf-2 and Elf-3 have the same RP box size because both adopt
2 RP boxes but the later assigns the LRC task on the third server.
Accordingly, Elf reduces bandwidth usage by 48.3%, 52.6%, 52.6%,
52.9%, and 53.6%.
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Figure 9: Processing latency vs down-sample ratio

Importantly, another observation is that the model inference
time strongly relates to the input size. Figure 9 shows the inference
latency at the server running ten state-of-the-art models with down-
sample ratio 0.01·x2 where x is from 1 to 10. Here, the down-sample
ratios of 49%, 25%, 16%, and 9% share a rough correspondence to
the RP box size with the server numbers of 1, 2 (3), 4, 5. This
observation is the underlying reason why Elf can significantly
reduce the inference latency by having each server inferring part
of the frame.
Lessons Learned:Moreover, we identify the inference time shows
distinct sensitivity among different deep vision models. First, the
models, for example, FCOS [58], with more, even fully, convolu-
tional operations present a stronger correlation between frame
resolution and inference latency. Second, two-stage models, for
example, RCNN series [3, 33, 56, 57], usually generate the same
number of Regions of Interest (ROI) independent of the input reso-
lution and then ship each of them down the pipeline. The second
stage thus costs the same time.

Overall, the lessons we have learned regarding how to design
models to benefit more from parallel offloading are: 1) one-stage
models with more convolutional operations are preferred, 2) two-
stage models can dynamically adjust the number of ROI based
on the frame resolution as a higher resolution input potentially
involves more objects.

Finally, we show the average GPU utilization under different
configurations in Figure 10. In the case of SO, the average GPU
utilization is 37% and the 95th percentile is 82%. In the case of Elf-3,
the average GPU utilization is 21% and the 95th percentile is 31%.
We note that using 3 GPUs in the case of Elf-3 shows lower per
GPU utilization than SO. On average, Elf-3 only consumes 1.7×
GPU utilization in total running with 3 GPUs, than SO to finish a
single request. Moreover, a lower per GPU utilization allows Elf to
have more chance to efficiently utilize those resource fragmentation
and thus improve the total GPU utilization of edge servers.

7.3 Accuracy of Deep Vision Applications

After discussing how Elf can contribute to minimizing the latency
with parallel offloading, it is critical to show that it has limited
impacts upon the accuracy of deep vision applications. Three pop-
ular applications have been evaluated: instance segmentation with
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MaskRCNN [33], object classification with RetinaNet [63], and
multi-person pose estimation with DensePose [67]. We report the
inference accuracy in the following 4 settings: (1) TX2, a baseline
running the application on Jetson TX2, (2) Nano, a baseline running
the application on Jetson Nano, (3) SO, a baseline of existing offload-
ing strategy that offloads the CNN inference to a single edge server,
(4) FilterForward (FF) [19], a state-of-the-art offloading solution,
(5) Elf, our approach of partitioning the frame and offloading the
partial inferences to edge servers (using 3 servers as an example).

Table 1 reports the accuracy in all the settings. Compared to
using the entire frame for inference as in SO or running locally on
Jetson Nano or TX2, Elf achieves almost the same accuracy: 0.799
vs 0.803 (0.49%) for instance segmentation, 0.671 vs 0.672 (0.14%) for
object classification and 0.654 vs 0.661 (1.05%) for pose estimation.
FilterForward (FF) shows the accuracy 0.605 for object classification
with introducing "microclassifiers" that cannot well detect small ob-
jects. The minor accuracy drop from Elf is because 1) running LRC
once every 3 frames may miss/delay new or tiny objects, although
it rarely happens, and 2) Elf removes the background pixels not
covered by the RP boxes. However, we believe this small accuracy
drop is acceptable, especially considering the significant latency
reduction.

7.4 Dealing with Dynamic Network Condition

and GPU Utilization

First, we compare Elf-3 and SO with Verizon LTE (120Mbps) and
WiFi6 (690Mbps) networks. Figure 11 shows that when switching
fromWiFi6 to LTE, the network latency of Elf increases from 1.4ms
to 6.5ms and that of SO increases from 10.1ms to 17.1ms. Elf is less
sensitive to the network bandwidth because it offloads much less
data than SO as shown in Figure 15. Next, we increase the GPU
utilization of one server to 70% and compare our resource-aware

Table 1: Comparisons of inference accuracy (AP) in three

deep vision applications: instance segmentation [33], object

classification [63], and pose estimation [67]

Deep Vision
Applications

Accuracy (AP)

TX2 Nano SO FF [19] Elf

Instance Segmentation 0.803 0.803 0.803 / 0.799
Object Classification 0.672 0.672 0.672 0.605 0.671
Pose Estimation 0.661 0.661 0.661 / 0.654
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RP box allocation method with a resource-agnostic equal RP box
allocation method. Figure 12 shows that our method results in a
latency of 119ms while the other method has a latency of 149ms.

7.5 Elf System Overhead on Mobile Side

Elf incurs a small amount of overhead on the mobile side. Figure 13
shows the latency of five Elf functions. Jetson TX2 and Nano
are evaluated with the Python implementation and take 7ms, and
13.6ms in total. Nexus 6P and Pixel 4 are evaluated with C++ by
Java native interface and cost 7.8ms and 4.8ms in total. The incurred
system overhead is sufficiently low to deliver its parallel offloading
functions for the significant latency reduction.

Moreover, RP prediction costs 70%+ of the total time as the
attention LSTM model is implemented in Python and exported
to C++ with TorchScript. We will rewrite the prediction model
with TensorRT [68], a C++ library that facilitates high-performance
inference, in the future work to minimize the RP prediction latency.

7.6 Evaluation of RP Prediction

Model Training: Two online available video datasets, KITTI [69]
and CityScapes [70] that contain object labels for each frame, were
used in the training. Using 60% of the dataset as training data, we
applied the RP indexing algorithm to maintain a consistent order
of region proposals. Finally, we train the network using Adam
optimizer [71] with a learning rate of 1e-3 to minimize the loss
function in Eq. (1).
The Effectiveness of Attention LSTM: We show the training
loss curve in the first 60 epochs in Figure 18 and the loss on the
test dataset in Figure 19. The trend shows that our attention LSTM
outperforms vanilla LSTM that demonstrates remarkable accuracy
in those prediction work [72, 73], by reducing the test loss from
0.51 to 0.25, as it can pay more attention to more recent frames.
Further, we report the impact of different prediction algorithms
on the inference accuracy while keeping other modules the same.
Here, we also consider FastTracker [74], which predicts the current
RPs as the RPs in the previous video frame, but with a scale-up of
200%, as the baseline.

Figure 20 and Figure 21 show the inference accuracy and the
offload ratio (defined as the ratio of the total offloading traffic, with
respect to the offloading traffic in SO). The vanilla LSTM predictor
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Figure 13: System overheads of Elf functions

has the lowest offloading traffic, with an 11% offload ratio, but
at a considerable inference accuracy downgrade compared to our
attention LSTM, 0.748 vs. 0.799. Meanwhile, FastTracker shows a
slightly higher inference accuracy compared to us, 0.802 vs 0.799,
but the offloading traffic almost doubles.

All things considered, our attention LSTM could achieve a good
inference accuracy with reasonably low offloading traffic.
The Impact of RP Indexing: Next, we demonstrate the impor-
tance of maintaining a consistent RP index across video frames.
Figure 19 shows the test loss of two prediction algorithms with and
without RP indexing. With RP indexing, vanilla LSTM reduces the
loss from 0.71 to 0.51 and attention LSTM reduces the loss from 0.7
to 0.25.
The Impact of RP ExpansionRatio:Moreover, the RP expansion
ratio trades off the application accuracy with the average offloading
traffic volume, i.e., a larger ratio leads to a higher application ac-
curacy at the cost of more offloading data. Figures 14 and 15 show
the trade-off with different expansion ratios. After increasing the
RP expansion ratio to 4% or higher, the accuracy stays at 0.799, the
highest Elf can achieve. However, when Elf has the ratio under
4%, we observe an accuracy downgrade. For example, the accuracy
is 0.70 and 0.75 when the expansion ratio is 1% and 2%, respectively.
Also, we identify the same pattern with Elf-3 and Elf-4. On the
other hand, with an RP extension ratio of 4%, the offload ratio is 7%
for Elf-3 and 13% for Elf-4.
The Impact of LRC Parameters: We then show LRC can effi-
ciently detect new objects when first appear. Figure 16 presents
the accuracy using the down-sampled frames for inference with a
down-sampling scale x increasing from 1 to 10, with the resulting
frame size from 0.01×x2. At the scale of 8, the accuracy degrades to
0.75, and at the scale of 4, the accuracy goes down to 0.62. The result
indicates that using low-resolution frames alone hurts application
accuracy. Figure 17 reports the inference accuracy by offloading
frame partitions and LRC with different down-sample ratios. When
the LRC ratio has been increased to 16%, the accuracy keeps at 0.799
(the SO solution achieves 0.803).

8 RELATEDWORK

Video Analytics Optimizations. AWS Wavelength [23] moves
Amazon Web Services to Verizon’s 5G edge computing platforms
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to deliver low latency video services. Intel and NVIDIA contribute
Intel Xeon Scalable Processors with Intel Deep Learning Boost [28]
and NVIDIA EGX A100 [29] to enable real-time AI processing at
the edge. Pano [75] proposes a quality-adaptation scheme that bal-
ances user-perceived video quality and video encoding efficiency.
Chameleon [76] dynamically selects the best configurations for
existing NN-based video analytics to save computing resources by
up to 10×. VideoStorm [77] and AWStream [78] adapt the configu-
ration to balance accuracy and processing delay.

OffloadingDeepNeuralNetworks. Cracking open theDNN [18],
Neurosurgeon [79], DeepThings [80] partition then distribute the
layers of deep learning networks over edge servers and mobile/IoT
devices (model parallelism) to reduce the inference latency. Filter-
Forward [19], Reducto [20], Glimpse [21] and Vigil [22] perform se-
lective data offloading based on the feature type, filtering threshold,
query accuracy, and video content to minimize the running latency.
EdgeAssisted [16] uses a motion vector based object tracking to
adaptively offload those regions of interests. Frugal Following [81]
dynamically tracks objects and only runs a DNN with significantly
changes. DDS [82] continuously sends a low-quality video stream
to the server that runs the DNN to determine where to re-send with
higher quality to increase the inference accuracy. These works only
support single-server offloading. Instead, Elf is designed to accel-
erate high-resolution vision tasks through distributed offloading of
multiple servers.

Accelerating Model Inferences. Branch pruning and sharing [7,
83–85] remove redundant or less critical parameters [8] to trade-
off the model complexity with inference latency. Tensor quanti-
zation [9] uses fewer bits to represent parameters for model com-
pression. DeepCache [86] caches and reuses the result of convolu-
tional operations to reduce the repeated computation. Simultane-
ously handle tasks with a single model through multi-task learn-
ing [87] for less computation. Furthermore, massive accelerators,

e.g., GPU [37, 42], FPGA [14], and ASIC [15, 88], are designed to
perform model inference in a high-throughput and low-latency
fashion. All these works are complementary to ours.

9 CONCLUSION AND FUTUREWORK

We designed and implemented Elf, an acceleration framework for
mobile deep learning networks. Elf can partition a video frame into
multiple pieces and offload them simultaneously to edge servers
for parallel computing. The main contribution stems from its re-
current region proposal prediction and content-aware video frame
partitioning algorithms. Our study shows that Elf is promising
to minimize the end-to-end latency of emerging mobile deep vi-
sion applications. Moving forward, we will continue to investigate
how to further drive down the latency, e.g., integrating the data-
parallelism approach of Elfwith those model-parallelism solutions.
We will also investigate the impact of access network bandwidth
on Elf task assignment and mapping. Another future work topic
is the efficient model design for deep vision applications to better
benefit from parallel offloading. Finally, we will study how to effi-
ciently orchestrate heterogeneous edge resources to minimize the
AI processing latency.
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